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Abstract--- The Operational System for Inspection, Research, and Instrument Support (OSIRIS) is a remotely 

operated free-flying camera robot. Designed to fly in air, OSIRIS has full six axis control and can serve as a test 

platform for several areas of research including attitude control, path planning, inspection tasks, and human-robot 

interaction. Similar vehicles designed in the past use ducted fans and compressed air for propulsion. OSIRIS 

implements an alternative propulsion system, the centrifugal pump-jet propulsor. Upon vehicle integration, the 

system was tested in a micro-gravity environment on board NASA’s KC-135 Weightless Wonder V where it had 

uninhibited motion. The testing was done in conjunction with the Reduced Gravity Student Flight Opportunities 

Program at Johnson Space Center. These tests were used to measure the functionality and effectiveness of the 

propulsion system and to determine a preliminary characterization of the vehicle dynamics. Analysis demonstrated 

that the propulsion system can effectively run a space simulator vehicle in air in a microgravity environment. 
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I. NOMENCLATURE 
ISS      = International Space Station 

EVA  =  Extravehicular Activity 

OSIRIS     =  Operational System for Inspection, Research, and Instrument Support 

AERCam = Autonomous EVA Robotic Camera 

ABS    =  acrylonitrile butadiene styrene 

A/D        =  analog to digital 

PVC        =  polyvinyl chloride 

II. INTRODUCTION 
Before the International Space Station (ISS) is complete, nearly 2000 man-hours of extravehicular activity 

(EVA) will be performed by astronauts.1  Every time an astronaut participates in a space walk, he is exposed to risk: 

risk of collision with a micrometeorite, risk of exposure to dangerous radiation during a solar flare, and risk of a 

technical malfunction.  Although these risks are managed and controlled by careful maneuvering of the space shuttle 

and monitoring of solar activity, the danger always exists.  In an ongoing attempt to reduce the risk to an astronaut, 

the pertinent technology and methods are continually improved and refined to provide the best security.  Currently, 

fixed cameras are used to help astronauts inspect the exterior of the ISS before, during, and after EVAs.1  However, 

fixed cameras cannot provide the most convenient views, and cannot view a single area from all angles.   
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By using a free-flying camera robot, inspection and verification of the workspace could be done by focusing in 

on the desired areas in great detail.  A free-flying camera robot will improve the quality and quantity of information 

available to the astronaut, saving time and increasing efficiency during the EVA.  By increasing efficiency, 

astronauts will spend less time performing EVAs, reducing the time during each mission when they are most 

vulnerable, a very desirable result.  

At any given time, the future of the space program depends on successes.  It is extremely important that 

engineers be informed during every step of a given mission to ensure the highest probability of safety and success.  

For example, take the break-up of the Columbia space shuttle.  Since the accident, all space shuttle missions have 

been grounded, the on-board experiments and equipment delivery postponed, and the future of the United State’s 

involvement in the development of the ISS questioned.2 A tragedy of this magnitude has an enormous impact and 

any technology that could have given the engineers any opportunity to fix the problems or reduce the risks prior to 

re-entry would have been an enormous asset. 

The Operational System for Inspection, Research, and Instrument Support (OSIRIS) is a ten-inch diameter 

spherical free-flying camera robot.  Although OSIRIS is designed to fly in air, the information gained as a result of 

its development will contribute to the development of a space version.  OSIRIS has full six-axis control and can 

serve as a test platform for several areas of research including attitude control, path planning, inspection tasks, and 

human-robot interaction.   

III. PREVIOUS RESEARCH 
The first free flying camera platform to be tested in space was the Autonomous EVA Robotic Camera 

(AERCam). AERCam is approximately fourteen inches in diameter and uses twelve nitrogen gas-powered thrusters 

for propulsion. The first vehicle in this series flew on STS-87 in 1998 and demonstrated the usefulness of a small 

free flying camera. 

The OSIRIS vehicle, shown in Fig. 1, represents a new direction for space simulation of camera robots. The 

primary drawbacks of the SCAMP and SCAMP SSV vehicles are their large size, heavy weight, and inefficient 

thrusters. OSIRIS was developed with a smaller maximum diameter than AERCam and a total weight of under ten 

pounds. In addition, an alternative propulsion system with greater potential for down-scaling was integrated. This 

propulsion system provides full six-axis control authority over the vehicle.  

 

Graphical representation of vehicle body axis 
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The new physical configuration gives the vehicle the capability for greater maneuverability and ease of control. 

In addition, the small size is ideal for inspection tasks, allowing OSIRIS to access constricted areas for inspection. 

The low weight of OSIRIS has no effect on its space simulation capabilities, but makes it easier to manage on Earth 

during development and testing phases. 

IV. PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION 
The kinematics for OSIRIS were studied and discussed by David Hart in his Masters’ thesis.4 The propulsion 

system prototypes were initially created for testing in the Space System Labs’ neutral buoyancy tank, so it was 

unclear whether or not the centrifugal pump-jet propulsor would provide sufficient thrust in an air environment.  The 

final design by Hart was a system that included an intake with an impeller to generate flow to the nozzles.  Three 

diffuser valves are located between the impeller and nozzles to provide additional degrees of freedom to the system.  

Using the three rotating nozzles and three variable position diffuser valves, OSIRIS has six degrees of freedom.  The 

motor that drives the impeller could be throttled to provide an additional degree of freedom to the system, but this 

functionally was not included in the current version of vehicle development. 

Figure 2 shows a basic graphical description of the geometric properties associated with the vehicle.  The X, Y 

and Z axes with a subscripted B represent the body axes of motion for the vehicle.  Each of the θ values around the 

small cylinders represents the corresponding rotating nozzle which produces the thrust.  The larger cylinder along 

the XB axis is the vehicle intake. 

Geometric analysis of the vehicle proves that this setup is capable of providing sets of nozzle forces and angles 

that can produce complete six degree of freedom motion to the vehicle.  The analysis begins with a set of six 

equations which are combined into matrix form with a force vector and a state vector.  These two vectors contain all 

of the undetermined variables and trigonometric functions; all the remaining numerical coefficients are stored in a 

purely numerical matrix. For a complete explanation of the kinematic calculations, see Hart’s thesis. 

The method used by Hart separates the unknowns and inputted variables from the numerical coefficients, which 

makes it easier for solving the equations in a computer program.  Initially, the forward kinematics were solved to 

determine the resulting vehicle motion from given nozzle position and force vectors.  Unfortunately, this is not a 

usable calculation; the reverse kinematics are needed to allow a desired motion input and nozzle positions and forces 

output.  This requires a 6x6 numerical coefficient matrix to be inverted, but since all of the trigonometric functions 

have already been removed into the external vectors, the calculation is simplified.  At this stage θ1,θ2 and θ3 can be 

calculated, but the nozzle forces f1, f2 and f3 have yet to be determined. 

The nozzle forces are related to the diffuser valve positions, which in turn are related to the flow resistance.  Hart 

measured flow resistance coefficients based on the diffuser valve positions and determined a relational equation for 

the water based application of this propulsion system.  For simplicity reasons, this equation was used when 

determining the diffuser valve percentage open in the kinematics for OSIRIS.  Finally, after completing all the 

calculations on a desired thrust vector established by the pilot, the control code can relate the nozzle positions, θ1,θ2 

and θ3, and nozzle forces, f1, f2 and f3, to the actual servo positions that will create the desired vehicle motion. 
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V. HARDWARE DEVELOPMENT 
OSIRIS was designed around the centrifugal pump-jet propulsion system to fully fit within the ten-inch diameter 

spherical casing. Figure 3 shows the main center assembly, which uses a Pittman 8322 brushed motor and encoder 

pair linked by an Oldham coupling to a two-inch diameter impeller. The motor bolts into an aluminum mount, which 

has a side access port that provides the ability to tighten the coupling. The impeller shaft sits in a cylindrical delrin 

center mount. The shaft is aligned using two ball bearings separated by a spacer. One bearing sits in the aluminum 

motor mount fore of the coupling connection and the second is press fit intothe aft side of delrin center mount. The 

motor mount bolts into the back of the center mount. 

 

Figure 3: Main Center Assembly                                        Figure 4: Diffuser Valve Assembly 

On the front side of the center mount surrounding the impeller are three diffuser valves. The valves use a living 

hinge actuated by Hitec HS-55 Economy Feather Servos to change the three outlet areas that pipe out to the nozzles. 

The servos attach to a top plate that bolts through the diffuser valves into the center mount. An aluminum arm 

connects to a steel pin that press fits into a hole drilled into each diffuser valve after the living hinge. This allows the 

motion of the servo arm to rotate the valve to the proper position between fully-open and fully-closed. The full valve 

assembly is shown in Fig. 4. The section between the back of the diffuser valves and the rotating hinge portion of 

the adjacent valve frame the outlet area. These edges, capped by the center mount and the servo mount, provide a 

square outlet, which is then converted to a circular cross-sectional area using an adapter piece,  

The nozzles were constructed from acrylonitrile butadiene styrene (ABS) plastic using a Stratasys rapid 

prototyping machine (see Fig. 5).  The exterior of the nozzles fits the surface curvature of the ten-inch diameter 

sphere.  The nozzles have an internal diameter of 0.75 inches, bend at ninety degrees, and taper down to 0.5 inches 

in diameter.  These nozzles attach to the main center assembly by means of an aluminum rotation assembly, 

illustrated in Fig. 5. The inner aluminum piece press-fits over the of the outlet adapter and then are fixed using 

0.0625 inch diameter steel pins spaced at ninety degrees around the exterior.  Similarly, the outer aluminum piece 

press-fits over the nozzle piece and is then glued to the ABS plastic using a cyanoacrylate based adhesive. The two 

aluminum pieces then rotate around each other using a Teflon® bushing and washer to minimize friction.  
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Figure 5: Nozzle assembly                                                    Figure 6: Nozzle gear assembly 

The nozzles are controlled using Hitec HS-725BB Sail Winch Servos. These servos provide full 360 degree 

rotation with potentiometer feedback for position control. A Small Parts GD-4884 delrin spur gear bolts to the outer 

aluminum piece in the nozzle-adapter assembly.  This gear meshes with another gear of the same type and same 

number of teeth that attaches to the sail winch servo, seen in Figure 6.  A single full rotation of the servo gear 

corresponds to a single full rotation of the nozzle. The three nozzle servos and three diffuser valve servos get 

commands from a Pontech SV203 servo motor controller board. This board accepts RS232 serial data from a ground 

based computer and outputs a pulse width modulated signal to control up to eight servos. This board allows position 

control of the servos and vehicle. 

The intake,was also constructed on the rapid prototype machine from ABS plastic. It press-fits into the feather 

servo mounting plate and is held in place by the front fairing. The front of the intake includes a mounting point for a 

small camera box and a wire pass through one of the stators for internal wiring access. The front fairing fits over the 

intake and the front half of the nozzles and then bolts to the rear fairing. The rear fairing has a small bulge feature in 

the back that facilitates fitting the full motor length of the Pittman 8322. In addition, the rear fairing has a nine-pin 

D-submarine shell connector that bolts to the back. The tether from the control station plugs directly into the back, 

feeding power lines and signal lines to the vehicle.  The two fairings bolt together around the nozzle, intake, and 

center assemblies to provide a protective shell around the vehicle. 

VI. CONTROL SETUP 
 The OSIRIS control software ran on a Diamond Systems Prometheus PC-104 computer stack.  These 

computers are commonly used as embedded systems for robotics control.  The computer runs the QNX real-time 

operating system, which supports multi-threaded processes. Each process can support separate functionalities of the 
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control system.  Both a keyboard and the Flock of Birds control system were used for providing pilot input to the 

vehicle. 

Since this was the first iteration of the project, the control system was completely open-loop control and simply 

used for basic control functions.  Two separate programs were used for controlling the vehicle – the first program 

allowed for pilot input to select a specific degree of freedom which aligned the vehicle servos appropriately, and the 

second program used the Flock of Birds controller to provide rotational input while still using the keyboard for 

incremental translational motion. 

1. Keyboard Control Program 

OSIRIS was first tested using the keyboard control program.  This program runs off three separate threads 

spawned from the main process.  The first thread is executed almost immediately in the main process and it is used 

to monitor the motor encoder data and rate gyro data from the onboard systems.  The other two threads are spawned 

as needed for diffuser valve servo motion and nozzle servo motion separately.  Overall control is gained from 

looping through a control script in the main process with a menu driven interface.  The pilot user interface is 

simplistic and easy to use; the exact commands used to provide control to OSIRIS are discussed in the test procedure 

section.  

The main process begins by initializing the serial port communications with the servo controller board. It then 

runs through a script designed to align the sail winch servos that control the nozzle positions.  Due to the inherent 

instabilities and inaccuracies with these servos this was necessary to ensure that the given commands would align 

the nozzles appropriately.  With the servo board used in this experiment, values of 0-255 are sent via serial in a 

string to tell a specific servo to move to the desired position.  The alignment script asked the pilot to enter a positive 

or negative incremental value to spin the nozzle to the desired aligned position marked by white tape on the fairing. 

After the nozzle servos are aligned, the program continues on by initializing the analog to digital (A/D) converter 

which monitors the data recorded by the rate gyro.  The Prometheus PC-104 board has built-in A/D channels of 

which only one was used for this project – the OUT channel from the onboard rate gyro was connected to channel 0 

of the A/D converter.  The thread that controls the motor encoder data collection also monitors channel 0 and 

records the current rate gyro data to a separate file.  Data is collected at 40Hz, so this thread is constantly monitoring 

and recording the data outputted from the vehicle. 

Once all of initialization is complete and the data collection thread has been started, the program presents the 

pilot with the user interface that allows for selection of a specific degree of freedom.  The user interface will be 

described in the test procedure section, but the inner workings are as follows.  After the pilot has entered all the 

commands necessary to describe the desired vehicle motion, a thrust vector is sent to a function. This function 

calculates the required servo positions for both the diffuser valve servos and nozzle positioning servos as determined 

from the previously described kinematics. 

Subsequent to calculating the geometric kinematics of the vehicle, both of the servo motion threads are spawned.  

These threads call separate functions from the servo board driver which positions all six servos appropriately.  To 
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determine the corresponding servo positions, each servo was tested separately to establish the minimum and 

maximum positions associated with the two servo types.  The physical time necessary for the servos to reach their 

final position is less than a second, and then the control returns to the pilot to select a new thrust profile, degree of 

freedom, or to quit the control program entirely. 

2. Flock of Birds Control Program 

Flock of Birds is a motion detector sensors designed by Ascension Technologies which provides data describing 

the relative position of a small controller to a larger transmitter.5  The whole system consists of three main parts: the 

base, the transmitter, and the bird.  The base is where each of the other components connects to and an RS232 serial 

cable is run to the PC-104 stack.  The transmitter was mounted to the control station and the bird was mounted to the 

pilot’s hand.  When the pilot began the Flock of Birds control program data was constantly sent from Flock of Birds 

describing the position of the bird relative to the transmitter. 

The control program that utilizes the Flock of Birds controller makes use of many of the same algorithms used in 

the keyboard control program.  It begins by initializing the serial communications and running the nozzle servo 

zeroing script.  The same data collection thread as used in the keyboard control program is also used in the Flock of 

Birds control program.  After that, the control programs diverge and allow for completely different control methods.  

Since Flock of Birds uses relative position control, the program actually allows for direct piloting control. 

The first step the program takes is to zero the data used for the kinematic calculations.  This is required because 

the position where the pilot is holding the bird relative to the transmitter will usually be an arbitrary combination of 

the roll, pitch and yaw angles.  When the pilot zeros the input, that position of the bird will transmit data to the 

kinematic calculations which ideally will result in no angular motion of the vehicle.  Since the bird was mounted on 

the hand of the pilot, the program is designed to scale the angular input from ±90 degrees to the desired thrust vector 

required by the kinematic calculation function to determine servo positioning. 

An additional thread is used in this control program which reads in and normalizes the Flock of Birds data to the 

thrust vector needed by the calculations.  Originally the thread was going to average every three data points, but 

problems arose with reading in the keyboard input since the program was constantly stuck in a loop.  Due to this 

issue the program was changed to update the servo positions after each data point was read in with internal 

consistency error checking to weed out faulty data from Flock of Birds.  For instance, if the unit is located in close 

proximity with metal then some of the data points transmitted will contain inaccurate data.  Once initial testing is 

completed and quantitative data is gained on how well the control system works, more intense error checking and 

data processing techniques will be implemented. 

The other three threads in the Flock of Birds control program are functionally the same as the three threads in the 

keyboard control program.  Many of the functions that perform the actual calculations and communications with the 

vehicle remain the same between the control programs to allow for transition to object-oriented control with a single 

control program with a graphical user interface. 
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VII. FIRST FLIGHT 
During the first flight, problems were encountered when the computer tried to initialize serial communication 

with the vehicle.  Both programs were attempted, but due to the communication problems, the vehicle was unable to 

be controlled by the pilot.  Because of the structure of the control algorithm, the rate gyro information was taken 

after the serial communication was initialized.  However, in this case, serial communication was never established, 

making it impossible to collect data from the rate gyro.  Also, during the flight it was noticed that the motor was 

receiving inconsistent voltages.  Although it set to a DC voltage of thirty volts, it would only stay on a limited time 

even though the batteries were fully charged.  After the flight, the problems were attributed to ground wiring errors 

and potential corruption of the servo board.  To resolve the problems before the second flight, the servo board was 

replaced with a spare, and with the assistance of a staff electrical engineer some minor wiring modifications were 

made to attempt to correct the ground issues 

VIII. SECOND FLIGHT 
During the second flight, the problems that plagued the first flight again proved to be an issue. Due to limited 

resources and time, it was impossible to fully diagnose the problem and test the solutions prior to flight.    Because 

of the serial communication problems, the computer could not tell the servos how to orient the diffuser valves and 

nozzles.  These communication problems forced the computer programs to be ineffective, so the computer was 

disconnected mid-flight. The motor was still behaving in an inconsistent manner, so the voltage was downgraded to 

twelve volts in an attempt to resolve the observed problems.  Unfortunately, twelve volts driving the motor did not 

provide sufficient thrust for the vehicle.  Again, the voltage level was changed back to thirty volts, which now that 

the computer was disconnected, appeared to function properly.  Once the motor was functioning, the nozzles were 

oriented manually in known basic configurations for a translational test and a rotational test. These actions finally 

demonstrated that sufficient thrust in air could be generated by the use of a centrifugal pump-jet propulsor.  The 

actions that were taken in flight allowed useful qualitative data to be observed.   

IX. CONCLUSION 
The most significant result to come from the testing was that the propulsion system was capable of controlling 

the vehicle in the zero-g air environment.  The air environment had been a cause of concern because the propulsion 

system had been designed for water.  

For a first generation vehicle, the testing of OSIRIS was successful by showing both weaknesses and strengths 

that can be used when modifying the vehicle in the next generation.  Although the onboard sensors were unable to 

record quantitative data, the demonstration that sufficient thrust could be produced in air using the centrifugal pump 

jet propulsor proves that the idea is one worth pursuing.  Unfamiliarity with the test environment and the inability to 

fully test in 1-g were unfortunate detractors from the results.  However, with the experience gained during the two 

flights and the planned improvements, the same problems should not be encountered in the future.  Future flight 

team will draw from the experiences of these two flights and be better prepared for the potential difficulties inherent 

in a complex experimental system in an unfamiliar environment.  
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Finally, there were aspects of the experimentation that were not anticipated until they were experienced during 

the flight.  Because zero gravity and twice gravity are both regimes for which little intuition existed prior to flight, 

several aspects of the experiment could be improved based on experience.  Some of the mechanical components 

were strained during twice gravity.  This problem would be solved by getting more powerful components and by 

making sure that these components could easily handle the two-g loading.   Also, as the plane goes through the zero 

gravity portion of the flight, there is a momentum that causes floating items to drift towards the rear of the plane.  

This effect should be taken into account when designing future testing. 

OSIRIS is the first generation of a six degree-of-freedom camera robot.  The experimentation done in 

conjunction with the Reduced Gravity Student Flight Opportunities Program served as a proof of concept on which 

to base future testing.  The results gained during the microgravity flight, although quantitative in nature, were 

sufficient to justify a future research investment.   
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